
Saturday 28th December
Plastic Free Retford challenges you to go on a Plastic Diet to reduce your waste, starting with a crash 
diet throughout January. Every day throughout January we will be posting hints, tips, quotes, book 
recommendations, suggestions for documentaries to watch and promoting local businesses where 
plastic-free alternatives can be purchased.  It is impossible to live entirely without plastic these days, but 
we call all make a few changes.
Here are some reminders about why it is so important to reduce our plastic use:
We make 20 times more plastic than we did 50 years ago and plastic consumption is growing by about 
4% each year in Western Europe.  That might not sound a lot, but it means that within 20 years we will 
have doubled our current plastic use.  Plastic is made from fossil fuels which is a precious natural 
resource that shouldn’t be squandered.  So, if you don’t agree with fracking, reduce your plastic use.
Despite our ‘war on plastic’ we recycle just 45% of plastics in the UK. The remaining 55% ends up as 
litter or is disposed of in landfill or by incineration.  The plastics that ends up in our rivers, lakes and 
oceans are harming animals and wildlife.….    and if that wasn’t bad enough, we may also be damaging 
our own health.  The World Wildlife Fund recently found that the average person ingests the equivalent 
of a credit card of plastic every week.  In the ocean the waste has already accumulated into gyres which 
are large enough to be viewed by satellite.  The largest gyre, The Great Pacific Garbage Patch, is 
estimated to cover an area 3 times the size of France.  Nobody actually knows how long it takes for 
plastic to fully decompose but it is estimated it could take up to 1,000 years.  
Stop plastic pollution.  Be part of the solution.
#plasticfreeretford #saynotoplastic #endplasticpollution #waronplastic #uselessplastic

       

1 Day 1 of the Plastic Free Diet.  An obvious and easy start - use a reusable shopping bag.  In 2016, it 
was reported that the UK’s new plastic bag tax had decreased the use of plastic bags by 85%.  
Many shops have replaced single-use plastic carrier bags with ‘bags for life’ which have 4x the 
plastic content of a single-use plastic bag.  So only if the bag for life is used more than 4 times 
would this result in a net reduction in plastic.  Unfortunately, it appears that many customers are 
using the bags for life only once and treating them as if they were single-use plastic bags, so the 
amount of plastic used has actually increased.  Paper bags are not a good alternative either, you 
would have to re-use it 7 times for it to have the same environmental impact as 1 plastic single-
use bag. 
So, use the bags you already have over and over again. Keep a few spares in your car and 
handbag.  If you absolutely need to buy a reusable bag, choose to buy second hand from a charity 
shop or purchase one made from recycled or eco-friendly materials.  Avoid new cotton totes as 
these have a huge environmental impact.



Eco-friendly Jute Bags are available from IronTree Design and Print, they start from just £5.00 and 
can be fully personalized. #plasticfreeretford #saynotoplastic #retfordshoplocal #irontreedesigns 
#turnofftheplastictap

             

2 Day 2 of the Plastic Free Diet.  Stop using plastic straws.  We use an estimated 8 billion plastic 
straws every year in the UK.  Although plastic straws will be banned in the UK from 2020, beware 
of the replacements – these can still take years to degrade in a natural environment, are not 
recyclable and some are made from the same materials as conventional petroleum-based plastic 
but with extra chemicals to help them break down more rapidly.  So, if you don’t need one, don’t 
use one, whatever it is made of.  Remember to say ‘no straw please’ when ordering a drink at a 
bar.  If a straw is a must, purchase a reusable stainless steel straw.  If you are a business that uses 
straws, stop handing them out. For a more in depth article about bioplastics read this article - 
https://inhabitat.com/are-bioplastics-better-for-the-environment-or-a-waste-of-time/.  
Book recommendation: Turning the Tide on Plastic: How Humanity (And You) Can Make Our 
Globe Clean Again by Lucy Siegle.  Boycott Amazon and buy from our high street WHSmiths or 
borrow from the library. #whsmiths #plasticfreeretford #strawssuck #refusethestraw 
#supportyourhighstreet

             

3 Carry a reusable coffee cup.  Around 2.5bn disposable coffee cups are thrown away every year in 
the UK alone – that’s seven million a day!  Although the cups can be recycled, in reality few of 
them are (less than 1%) – and the lids cannot be recycled at all.  It is estimated that half a million 
cups are littered every day.  As well as the environmental impact it’s an expensive habit!  If you 
buy one flat white every weekday from Costa it would amount to £624 per year.  You can save 
yourself a bit of that money as many coffee shops offer a discount if you take a reusable cup.  Ask 
for a renewable cup as a birthday or Christmas present.  Even better, support our local cafes, relax 
and sit down with your coffee instead of drinking on the go.
Recommended viewing: A Plastic Wave – A documentary film on plastic pollution: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-dpv2xbFyk
#plasticfreeretford #riseofthereusable #cupcharge #notcurrentlyrecycled #ditchplastic



         

4 Plastic-free cleaning.  Does the cupboard under your sink groan under the weight of all the 
different plastic bottles?  Glass cleaner, oven cleaner, floor cleaner, stain removal spray, 
antibacterial spray, carpet stain remover etc. etc.  Join the refill revolution and reuse those trigger 
bottles when you run out.  Do you really need a separate bathroom and kitchen cleaner when one 
multi-purpose version will do?  Many cleaning products contain chemicals which are known to be 
carcinogens, endocrine disrupters and neurotoxins.  Instead choose to buy eco-friendly multi-
purpose surface cleaner, toilet cleaner and washing up liquid refills from Vert Zero Waste in New 
Street.  Alternatively support companies such as www.splosh.com who supply concentrates by 
mail order which can be diluted at home.  Their refills come in pouches which can be returned for 
recycling, creating a closed loop recycling system.
Fancy making your own cleaning products?  It’s easy to do and can save you money.  Here are 9 
recipes for homemade cleaners that actually work! 
www.goodhousekeeping.com/home/cleaning/tips/a24885/make-at-home-cleaners/ 
#plasticfreeretford #vertzerowaste #plasticpollutes #refillrevolution

     

5 Small litter, notably cigarette ends and spent chewing gum is problematic for a number of 
reasons.  
Dropped cigarette butts are the most common form of littering.  As well as containing plastic, 
cigarette filters are comprised of chemical ingredients, including arsenic, lead and nicotine, all of 
which can leak into river and marine environments.
Chewing gum used to be made from tree sap but is now made from a synthetic rubber, aka 
plastic.  Councils claim it costs 3p to produce a piece of gum and 10p to clean it up.
Plastic-free chewing gum is available – look for Chewsy, Peppersmith or Simply Gum.
Book recommendation: There is No Planet B: A Handbook for the Make or Break Years by Mike 
Berners-Lee
#binthebutt #lovewhereyoulive #aplasticocean #plasticfreeretford #ditchplastic



      

6 Ditch the cling film, zip lock bags and tie handle food bags: Use lidded pyrex dishes, ceramic 
bowls, jam jars, stainless steel bento or tiffin boxes or simply a dish with a plate on top.  Jam jars 
can be used in the freezer as long as you leave an inch spare at the top to allow for the food to 
expand.  Invest in a set of ‘bowl overs’ instead of cling film.  If you already have plastic items 
(Tupperware etc) be sure to use these before considering buying anything new.  Don’t microwave 
plastic especially old or damaged plastic, look for the microwave safe symbol.  
Even some single use plastics can be used again.  If you have a bread bag, use it to wrap your 
sandwiches in, wash it and use it again.  You’ll be surprised that a lot of what you already have can 
repurposed to store and wrap food.  
Recommended viewing: War on Plastic with Hugh and Anita – 3 episodes available on Netflix.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m0005xgz
#plasticfreecommunities #plasticpollutes #plasticfreeretford #waronplastic

        

7 Soap, Shower Gel and Shampoo.  The bathroom is another area where a large number of plastic 
bottles accumulate.  Count up how many different products and duplicates you have.  Don’t waste 
what you already have - use it up before buying more.  Look for the PAO (period-after-opening) 
symbol that identifies the useful lifetime of a product after its package has been opened for the 
first time.   
Switch from liquid soap to a bar soap or refill your existing plastic pumps. The Good Health 
Boutique on Carolgate has a good selection.  You can even get a travel soap that you can use for 
hair, body and laundry – great if you want to travel light.  Dry shampoo is another alternative, 
here is a link to a recipe: https://wellnessmama.com/5047/dry-shampoo/.  Buy concentrated 
liquids which reduces packaging and transportation costs but remember to reduce the amount 
you use 😊.
Also avoid travel size miniature products which are hugely overpriced and instead refill the small 
bottles you already have.
Quote: The world is changed by your example, not by your opinion. – Paulo Coelho



#zerowaste #plasticfreeretford #plasticpollution #goodhealthboutique
                          

                 
    

8 Plastic Diet Day 8: Educate the next generation. Lead by example. Encourage your child's school to 
enrol for the Plastic Free Schools Programme. @retfordoaks and @ClarboroughPS have already 
signed up 👏. 
Book recommendations for kids: Kids Fight Plastic by Martin Dory, Duffys Lucky Escape by Ellie 
Jackson and Liz Oldmeadow or Greta and the Giants by Zoe Tucker and Zoe Persico. Shop local 
and support our specialist childrens bookshop, The Barrister in Wonderland @Wonder_Bookshop
The Kids against Plastic website has some great videos and downloadable resources - 
http://www.kidsagainstplastic.co.uk/learn/solutions-the-future/
Quote @gretathunberg “We are striking because we have done our homework, and they have 
not” Climate protest in Hamburg, Germany, 1 March 2019.
#plasticfreeretford #BarristerinWonderland #climatestrike #plasticfreeschools

      

9 Ladies - did you know that a staggering 4.3 billion disposable menstrual products are used in the 
UK every year?  A ‘conventional’ box of menstrual pads contains around the same amount of 
plastic as five carrier bags. Depending on where it ends up as waste, it could have a longer life-
span than the person who uses it! What’s more, although NO period products should go down the 
loo, it’s estimated that every single day in the UK about 700,000 panty liners, 2.5 million tampons 
and 1.4 million pads are flushed down the toilet – many of which block our sewer systems and 
escape into our rivers and seas… flushed plastics make up around 6.2% of beach litter in the UK 
Menstrual products are the fifth most common item found on Europe’s beaches, more 
widespread than single-use coffee cups, cutlery or straws. Plastic tampon applicators have been 
given the nickname ‘beach whistles’. 



Switch to reusables such as a Mooncup, reusable period pads @prettyperiodcsp, period pants and 
reusable applicators.  Alternatively switch to Natracare a brand that is plastic free, stocked at the 
Good Health Boutique.  
Read about the campaign started by Ella Daish https://www.facebook.com/EllaDaish1/ to take 
the plastic out of periods. 
#endperiodplastic #goodhealthboutique #plasticfreeretford #plasticfreeperiods 
Recommended viewing: A Plastic Ocean, available on Netflix

             

10 Plastic Free Diet Day 10  – 10 easy plastic-free swaps:
1. Use matches instead of disposable lighters or invest in a refillable metal lighter.  
2. Have an icecream in a cone instead of a one in a wrapper.
3. Swap plastic wrapped packets of tissues for a handkerchief.
4. Buy washing powder in a cardboard box, avoid the plastic bottles, plastic boxes for pods, 
scoops and dosing balls eg. Ecover
5. Avoid disposable plastic pencils.  Use a traditional HB pencil.
6. Instead of tictacs buy a packet of Polo mints.
7. Most dish sponges are made from plastic – use a dishcloth instead.
8. Instead of ChapStick use lip balm in a tin or jar.
9. Buy chocolate wrapped in cardboard and foil rather than plastic wrapped.
10. Buy loose veg.  Support our local markets.
Quote: Single-use plastic is a ticking time bomb for the environment. Avoid it wherever and 
whenever possible. Jennifer Nini, editor Eco Warrior Princess.
#oceanguardian #plasticfreeretford #plasticbritain #shoplocal

         

                    



11 Plastic Diet Day 11: Baby wipes, toilet wipes, facial wipes, cleansing wipes, toning wipes, 
exfoliating wipes, screen wipes, floor wipes, lense wipes, disinfecting wipes……………...  there is a 
wipe for everything these days and wipes are mostly made from plastic.  The UK uses an 
astonishing 11 billion wet wipes each year. Even if a wet-wipe packaging claims its contents are 
flushable, biodegradable or compostable – they won’t degrade quickly enough to avoid being a 
menace down our drains and in our waterways, only flush the #3Ps. The wet wipes combine with 
cooking oil and other fats to create large, immobile blockages known as fatbergs. In heavy rainfall 
wet wipes flushed down the toilet can leave the sewer system and enter rivers through combined 
sewer overflows – these exist to provide relief to sewer systems and prevent homes being flooded 
during storms. So, dispose of wet wipes in the bin or even better go without or swap to reusables, 
flannels etc.  Click here for further information: https://www.citytosea.org.uk/unflushables-
2/wet-wipes/
#surfersagainstsewage #stopflushingwipes #weturownwipes #plasticfreeretford

   

12 Plastic Diet Day 12:  Mail - It is a rare day that we have no mail – and quite a bit of it contains 
plastic.  Window envelopes, bubble wrap, plastic mailing bags, jiffy bags, Sellotape, parcel tape, 
wrappers for magazines, free pens, dummy credit cards etc. As well as plastics there is an awful 
lot of wasted paper.  Over the last 40 years the use of paper worldwide has risen 400%. This has 
resulted in rapid deforestation, which means a reduction in the number of trees available to 
absorb CO2. The manufacture of paper also damages the environment; it takes 1.5 cups of water 
to produce one sheet of paper and 1.5 tonnes of CO2 is emitted per tonne of paper produced.  
….and all that mail needs to get to you somehow, which involves transport and inevitably the 
burning of fossil fuels.  
Go paperless: Banks now enable you to view statements for free anytime via online banking. 
Think twice before signing up to mailing lists, choose online mailing lists instead.  Unsubscribe to 
catalogues sent by post that you no longer want and you won’t be tempted to buy things you 
don’t need.  Sign up to the Mailing Preference Service www.mpsonline.org.uk which stops you 
receiving unsolicited mail. 
Think, before you jump onto the internet to order something - could you get it on the high street. 
This will not only help local business but also reduces the amount of packaging and transportation 
required.  Save packaging that you do receive for reuse.
 #gopaperless #plasticfreeretford #totallylocal #BePlasticClever



     

13 Plastic Diet Day 13:  Bottled water:  Plastic bottles are one of the most frequently found items on 
beach clean globally and the lids commonly end up in seabirds’ stomachs.
1 bottle takes 3 times the water to produce than they actually hold and it takes 250ml of oil to 
produce. Not only is bottle production bad, we often don’t dispose of them responsibly either. 
Each year the UK uses approximately 13 billion plastic bottles. Of these, only 7.5 billion are 
recycled. This means that 5.5 billion are landfilled, littered or incinerated. This has incredibly 
detrimental effects on the environment with landfill and incinerated bottles produced around 
233,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions a year!  Bottled water costs on average 500 times more than tap 
water and is more expensive than diesel – it is the equivalent of paying £1,500 for a pint of beer.
Get yourself a refillable bottle and use it. Bottled water is no better for you than tap water. In the 
UK tap water adheres to EU standards so is safe to drink and it will save you money. 
Download the Refill app to find free refill stations for water on the go. https://refill.org.uk/get-
the-refill-app/.  It’s estimated in the past 3 years that Refill has prevented over 2.1 million single-
use plastic bottles from being used.
Quote: Be the change you wish to see in the world. – Mahatma Gandhi
#refill #plasticfreeretford #plasticpollutes #oneless 

 
             

14 Plastic Diet Day 14: Plastic cutlery.  Billions of forks, knives and spoons are thrown away each 
year.  Why use something for 10 minutes that is going to be around for hundreds of years?! 
Plastic cutlery doesn’t get recycled either – it’s often made from a type of plastic that the council 
doesn’t accept and even if it did, it’s too small and too lightweight for the recycling process.
Swapping plastic cutlery for compostable or biodegradable plastic alternatives is often a false 
solution which is just as bad for the environment. These plastics can only be disposed of in general 
rubbish as there are no industrial composting facilities available locally.  If biodegradable cutlery 
ends up in our natural environment it can pose just as much of a problem as conventional plastic.  
We have to move away from our throw-away culture.



For more in-depth information read this article which outlines the various definitions and 
differences: 
http://www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/Understanding%20plastic%20packaging%20FINAL.pdf
Here is one quick fix, no cost solution - walk to the cutlery drawer in the kitchen, pick out a spoon 
and fork and pop them in your hand, school or work bag. Alternatively buy a spork.
Book recommendation: No. More. Plastic. What you can do to make a difference – the 
#2minutesolution, Martin Dorey
#nomoreplastic #plasticfreeretford #spork #Retford

      
  

15 Plastic Diet Day 15: Food waste.  
5 million tonnes of edible household food waste is thrown away in the UK every year. That’s the 
equivalent of 1 in 5 bags of shopping!  A lot of that wasted food came in plastic wrapping ….even 
single-use plastic is better than ‘never-used’ plastic.  There are even further benefits to reducing 
your food waste – it saves the resources that went into producing it, lowers your carbon footprint 
and saves you money. The average family of 4 could save around £70 a month. 
Avoid cooking more than you need by weighing or measuring portions.  Write a meal plan and 
shop with a list.  Consider what you already have and look for recipes online for ideas to use up 
food in your fridge or cupboards.  Understand dates on food.  Buy ‘ugly’ fruit and vegetables. If 
you go on holiday give any spare food to a friend, neighbour or relative.  Don’t be tempted by the 
bogofs and twofers if they are for perishable items that you won’t eat before the use by date.
Take a box with you to hold leftover café or restaurant food or ask for a doggy bag.  
Sign up for food waste apps such as Olio for Too Good To Go.
According to the UN, if the amount of food wasted around the world was reduced by just 25% 
there would be enough food to feed all the people who are malnourished.
Book recommendation: Waste, Uncovering the Global Food Scandal by Tristram Stuart
#plasticfreeretford #foodwaste #zerohunger #nowastedfood

         



  

16 Plastic Diet Day 16: Coffee and Tea:  Did you know that most teabags contain plastic?  Revert back 
to loose leaf tea and use a tea strainer, tea egg or tea ball.  Look out for Clipper’s everyday tea 
which is plastic free.
Single-serve coffee pods are the ultimate in convenience but they are causing a growing 
environmental headache thanks to the throwaway pod design.  The pods are usually made from 
plastic or aluminium or a mix of both.  Some pod brands (eg Nespresso, have set up recycling 
schemes. Compostable pods are available but they are more expensive than regular pods.  There 
are two categories of compostable pods – home compostable and industrially compostable pods.  
If you have a composter at home, then chose home compostable pods, but as we don’t have 
industrial composting facilities in Retford the rest will end up in the bin.
Instead of pods use a French press - coffee beans and freshly ground coffee can be purchased 
from Vert @zerowasteretford on New Street.  Alternatively look for Percol whole beans or 
ground coffee which comes in home compostable packaging.
Recommended viewing: Mission Blue, available on Netflix
#waronwaste #banthepod #plasticfreeretford #plasticpollution

          
          
17 Plastic Diet Day 17: Plastic Free Gifting: Save colourful paper, ribbons, tissue, string etc. for 

wrapping presents.  Save your old cards to make gift tags. Sellotape and parcel tape are also made 
from plastic – use paper tape instead. Try the Japanese art of Furoshiki - wrapping with fabric – 
it’s an ideal way to use those old fashioned but colourful headscarves!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTrip8N9GR4.
Here are some plastic free gift ideas…. books, candles, homemade sweets, jams or biscuits, soap, 
bathbombs, art, sugar scrubs or seeds.
Give only what is truly appreciated. Give gifts of time and experiences instead of ‘things’. For 
example; restaurant vouchers, tickets to events, memberships, singing lessons 



@carolinecantofficial, theatre vouchers @majesticretford @RetfordLittleTheatre, beauty 
treatments or try the live escape rooms @EnigmaRoomsRetford

#plasticfree #saynotoplastic #plasticfreeretford #enigmaretford

             

18 Plastic Diet Day 18: Buy it in glass: Sauces, mayonnaise, ketchup can often be bought in glass 
instead of plastic bottles.  Choose a glass bottle of wine instead of the wine boxes which have a 
plastic liner and tap.  
The downside of glass is that it is heavy to transport and is breakable. It is however 100% 
recyclable and an estimated 80% of recovered glass containers are made into new glass bottles.
Plastic does have a small carbon footprint when it comes to transportation, but a giant footprint 
when it comes to manufacturing.  Plus, the plastic that doesn’t end up being recycled can be a 
huge pollutant in our environment, killing wildlife and contaminating ecosystems.
Re-using your glass before recycling it is the best option.  Jars can be used for storage, to buy zero 
waste goods or upcycled into other useful items.
Consider getting your milk delivered in bottles which are reused and recycled instead of your 
usual plastic pint.  You can also get orange juice, single cream and oat milk in glass bottles 
(@milkandmore).  Yes, it does cost a little bit more, but your money is a powerful tool for change 
– where you spend it matters.
Some types of glass can’t be recycled along with bottles as they do not melt at the same 
temperature – this includes items such as mirrors, lightbulbs/tubes, Pyrex, drinking glasses, vases, 
microwave plates and nail varnish bottles.

 Book recommendation: How To Give Up Plastic by Will McCallum  
#turnoffthetap #marineplastic #lessplasticplease #plasticfreeretford

 



                    

19 Plastic Diet Day 19:  Man-made fibres: Nylon, polyester, spandex, lycra, acrylic and fleece are all 
fabrics made from plastic.  60% of the world’s clothes are made synthetically from 
petrochemicals.  When we do our washing the plastic in these clothes shed tiny microfibres which 
then enter into our water system and from there into the sea and into our food chain. Half a 
million tonnes of microfibres end up in the sea every year, that’s the equivalent of 50 billion 
plastic bottles and 35% of that comes is believed to come from our clothes.
Some brands market polyester clothes as environmentally friendly because they use recycled 
plastic bottles to make them. That may sound like a good way to reduce plastic pollution, but we 
now know that these garments are shedding a lot of plastic debris.
There are a few things we can do to prevent our clothes shedding fibres so many fibres – wash at 
low temperatures, use a guppy friend (https://www.sas.org.uk/shop/eco-living/guppy-friend-
washing-bag/), run a full washing machine, reduce spin speed, air dry rather than tumble drying, 
buy fewer fleeces and keep your clothes for longer.
Use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do without. – New England proverb
#microfibres #plasticfreeretford #cleanerseas #surfersagainstsewage

20 Plastic Diet Day 20: Take your own containers and produce bags to the shops or buy your fruit 
and veg in the nude! Shop the way our grandparents used to shop - fresh, local, seasonal and without 
packaging. Of every £50 spent in a supermarket, £8 pays for the packaging needed to store food or 
transport it long distances. Use the boxes and bags you already have before buying new. Using 
containers that you already have saves money and resources. If more people take their own containers 
it will become the norm.



Pancake Day this year is on 25th Feb - why not buy loose lemons instead of buying juice in bottles – no 
preservatives needed and totally plastic-free. Also avoid those plastic nets that lemons, limes, oranges 
and garlic often get packaged in.
Here are some local shops which are happy for you to use your own containers, many other shops will-  
just ask! @Harperseafoods @retford market, @awbaconandsons,
Goosemoor Produce and even @Morrisons.
#plasticispoison #plasticfreeretford #retfordmarket #shopinretford

                   

21 Plastic Diet Day 21: Dental routine.  Dentists recommend replacing toothbrushes every 3 months - 
that would mean we throw away 4 plastic toothbrushes per year.  Say the average age we live to 
in the UK is 80 that’s 320 each and times that by 66 million people and it adds up to an awful lot 
of toothbrushes! Bamboo is sustainable because it is fast growing and biodegrades.
Bamboo interdental brushes are also available as an alternative to the plastic ones.
Try @SoulGoodStuff or Vert @zerowasteretford.  
Mouthwash – most of what’s in the bottle is water, try dissolvable tablets to make mouthwash 
instead.  Toothpaste can also be bought in tablet form or as a powder.  
Dental floss (or dental lace) can be purchased in a little glass bottle which can be refilled. 
If you aren’t ready to make the switch, collect your oral care items and drop them off at 10 Jubilee 
Road, Ordsall for recycling with Terracycle.  See the poster below for a list of what is accepted.  
#weloveretford #terracycle #sustainableswaps #plasticfreedentalcare

      



22 Plastic Diet Day 22: Black Plastic – the majority of black plastic is not recycled as it cannot be 
identified by the automatic sorting machines. It’s often used for growing herbs, plant pots, trays 
for meat, fruit, vegetables and ready meals. It’s really easy to grow your own chives, rosemary 
and parsley – buy a plant from the garden centre and plant it outside - they will keep on growing 
giving you fresh herbs for many months. If you have a bag of herbs, before they go slimy, chop 
them up and store them in the freezer, then simply add to your hot cooking. If purchasing ready 
meals look for those packaged in foil and cardboard with minimal plastic. Instead of black plastic 
plant pots look for biodegradable pots made from natural materials like coir. If you have green 
fingers, reuse your plant pots – maybe grow some herbs and give some away as gifts.
Quote: “Don’t waste electricity, don’t waste paper, don’t waste food. Live the way you want to 
live but just don’t waste. Look after the natural world, and the animals in it, and the plants in it 
too. This is their planet as well as ours. Don’t waste them.” David Attenborough 
#plasticmenace #blackplastic #plasticfreeretford #beatplasticpollution

                

23 Plastic Diet Day 23: Supermarket swaps – if you look around you can easily find plastic-free food 
swaps.  Porridge oats are often sold in paper packets or boxes.  Olive oil in glass instead of a 
plastic bottle.  Most Birds Eye and Linda McCartney products come in cardboard boxes.  Icecream 
blocks are sold in cardboard instead of plastic tubs. Butter instead of margarine.  Opt for canned 
fizzy drinks rather than those in plastic bottles.  Eggs are mostly in cardboard boxes.  Instead of 
individual pots rice pudding buy a can and divide into portions.  Buy canned soup instead of those 
in plastic pots.  Crème eggs instead of mini eggs.  All these small changes add up,
Quote: There is no such thing as ‘away’. When we throw anything away, it must go somewhere. 
– Annie Leonard
#stopplasticpollution #plasticfreeretford #shoplocal #uselessplastic

                         

          
24 Plastic Diet Day 24.  Snacks: Everyone loves to snack.  Crisps are a big favourite, with one of the 

UK’s biggest producers making 10 million packets of crisps per day.  Crisp packets are not 
currently recyclable in home recycling collections but they can be recycled via Terracycle’s Crisp 
Packet Recycling Scheme – in Retford there is a drop off point at 10 Jubilee Road, Ordsall. Any 
brand of crisp packet is accepted and money raised goes to charity.
Try making your own snacks, granola bars are easy, try the Minimalist Bakers version with only 5 
ingredients  https://minimalistbaker.com/healthy-5-ingredient-granola-bars/.  If you don’t have 



all the ingredients to hand, take your empty containers to Vert in #Retford and buy the exact 
amount of ingredients you need.
New snack products are starting to appear that are packed in home compostable packaging.  Look 
out for Two Farmers Crisps and Snact - even Wilkinsons have a range of dried fruit, nuts and 
seeds.
Fresh fruit is a perfect plastic-free snack, it tastes delicious, it’s healthy and it grows its own 
packaging!   
#supportyourlocalmarket #plasticfreesnacks #terracycle #plasticfreeretford  

           

25 Plastic Diet Day 25: Buy less clothing.  The rise of ‘fast fashion’ has led to the rapid production of 
inexpensive clothing by mass-market retailers trying to keep up with the latest trends.  More 
production means more waste, with the average consumer now buying 60% more items of 
clothing than in 2000 but keeping each garment for half as long. And scarily only 10% gets 
recycled. According to Wrap, an estimated £30bn of unused clothing hangs in UK wardrobes and 
the average lifetime for a garment in the UK is 2.2 years.
Are your wardrobes and drawers stuffed full of clothes but you still feel like you have nothing to 
wear?  Then check out Project333 @bemorewithlessdotcom the minimalist fashion challenge that 
proves less really is so much more. Follow the 333 rule, to only wear 33 items over 3 months. The 
result helps you to create a “capsule wardrobe” which means no more buying slight variations on 
clothes you already own! And if you can’t resist the clothes shopping remember ‘fast fashion’ is so 
last season, it’s now all about ‘slow fashion’. Say “No” to fast fashion, “Yes” to conscious style. Buy 
timeless quality items that will last. Support companies who make high-quality stuff that lasts for 
years and can be repaired.  Buy Less, Repair More.
#notofastfashion #project333 #plasticfreeretford #shopethically



 

26 Plastic Diet Day 26: Every home has a multitude of appliances and equipment: Computers, 
phones, printers, vacuums, fridges, irons, washing machines, kettles, toasters, lawnmowers. All 
these have a large environmental impact due to the fossil fuels, precious metals and water used in 
their manufacture.  A large amount of plastic is also contained within those appliances, most of 
which doesn’t get recycled.  Before buying new, ask yourself if you really do need it.  Could you 
rent or borrow equipment instead?  Try @TrentHireAndSales.  Could you repair it?  Many parts 
for household appliances can easily and cheaply be replaced which could give an item a new lease 
of life and save you money too!  Or consider buying second-hand.  Look after what you already 
have and store equipment correctly and service if necessary.  If you really do need to buy new, 
check out the eco-credentials of the manufacturer and buy an item with the highest energy-
efficient rating you can.  Pass on items that still work, some electrical items can be donated to 
charity shops or use freecycle.  
Could you upcycle items into useful or stylish objects before throwing them away?  Watch TV 
shows such as Find it, Fix it, Flog it or Money for Nothing for some inspiration.  At the end of their 
useful life, properly dispose of your appliances.
Do you have useful skills - would you be interested to get involved with a repair café? – if so 
contact @PlasticFreeRetford!  
#reducereuserecycle #alifeonourplanet #plasticfreeretford #upcycling

 

                   
           
27 Plastic Diet Day 27: Balloons.  We all know throwing rubbish on the ground is an act of littering 

and can mean a fine, but letting a balloon or sky lantern go isn’t classed as littering.   What goes 



up will eventually fall back to earth.  Balloons can be transported long distances by air currents 
and many end up in the sea. Choking and entanglement are the biggest dangers that balloons and 
lanterns cause.  A turtle searching for food may mistake a deflated balloon for a jellyfish and 
swallow it up – the balloon will then block the turtles digestive system and lead to starvation and 
death.  
Dolphins, whales, turtles and seabirds have all been reported with balloons in their stomachs.  
Another reason to ban balloons is because they are filled with Helium gas – and it is running out. 
Helium is also used for diving equipment, particle accelerators and MRI scanners.
Read more here: https://www.mcsuk.org/media/dont-let-go-leaflet.pdf
#DontLetGo #plasticfreeretford #balloonreleases #litteringup

28 Plastic Diet Day 28: Second-hand clothes.  If you need some clothes, consider second-
hand first and look stylish for less. As well as many other environmental benefits, this will save 
on plastic packaging, hangers, size cubes, labels and tagging ties. In the UK, charity shops 
raise around £300m a year for good causes.  Sign up for Oxfam’s #SecondHandSeptember for 
inspiration.  Could you alter, accessorise, refashion or upcycle your existing clothes?  For ideas 
look here - https://www.loveyourclothes.org.uk/refashion-upcycle
Don’t just throw clothes away. We sometimes forget that not everyone can afford to purchase 
even the most essential items. Give your used items a second life by giving them to someone you 
know, perhaps hosting a swishing party with friends, or take them to a charity shop. Every week 
the UK sends 11 million items of clothing for landfill/incineration. Retford has numerous charity 
shops that sell clothes as well as household items and they support a variety of good causes 
including local ones like Bassetlaw Hospice.  
Quote: To do good, you actually have to do something. – Yvon Chouinard, founder of Patagonia
#secondhandclothes #plasticfreeretford #totallylocal #prelovedstyle

29 Plastic Diet Day 29: Plastic in Construction. Pipes, gutters and fascias, uPVC windows, laminates, 
sealant tubes, polystyrene, paint tins, etc. When renovating or redecorating consider the 
durability of materials also choose products made from natural, recycled and reclaimed materials 



if possible. Rather than chuck it in a skip, sell your old kitchen or conservatory on eBay or give it 
away on Freecycle. Research retro, vintage, and rustic-chic on Pinterest instead of browsing glossy 
catalogues. Create your own style, don’t try and keep up with the Joneses – your bank account 
will be happier and so will the planet. Here is a great quote by Lao Tzu “He who knows he has 
enough is rich”.
Book recommendation:  The Minimalist Home by Joshua Becker.
Watch: Minimalism, A Documentary About the Important Things available on Netflix.
The most environmentally friendly product is the one you didn’t buy. – Joshua Becker, founder 
of Becoming Minimalist
#ecofriendly #plasticfreeretford #plasticinconstruction #nomoreplastic

    

30 Plastic Diet Day 30:  Pets – We Brits love our pets.  According to the @RSPCA, there are estimated 
to be 9 million dogs and 8 million cats in the UK and the number is increasing.  All those dogs and 
cats generate a lot of plastic food packets and pouches, toys, bowls, litter trays, scoops and poo 
bags.  The pet accessory market is growing and there is now even fast fashion for pets! Pet 
owners are also throwing lavish birthday ‘pawtys’ for their party animals complete with invites, 
cake, presents and even games such as ‘pass the pawcel’.
Dog fouling is an unpleasant problem. The best way to dispose of dog poo is to pick it up using a 
compostable bag and then put it in a bin – any public bin is ok.  Even if the bag is compostable 
bag, it’s not acceptable to hang it on a tree, leave it on a pathway or throw it in a ditch or over a 
fence or hedge.
Book Recommendation: How to Give Up Plastic, Simple steps to living consciously on our blue 
planet by Will McCallum.
#plasticfreeretford #pickupafteryourdog #leaveonlypawprints #loveretford

   



31 Plastic Diet Day 31.  Today is the last day of the diet, we hope it has been interesting and useful. 
Of course, you won’t be able to do everything suggested but don’t feel overwhelmed - pick the 
easy, no-cost changes that will give the most impact first.  Keep trying and learning.  
Quote: It is the greatest of all mistakes to do nothing because you can only do little
It’s not all bad news, there is some progress to reduce single-use plastics.  Microbeads have 
already been banned and plastic-stemmed cotton buds, drinks stirrers and straws will be banned 
in April 2020. Ella Daish has been campaigning to remove plastic from period products and the 
campaign has resulted in Sainsburys and Aldi stopping the production of their own brand plastic 
tampon applicators. Supermarkets are slowly making changes – supermarkets plastic policies have 
been ranked by Greenpeace, here are our local ones: 2nd Morrisons, 5th Co-op, 7th Iceland, 9th Asda, 
and 10th Aldi.
Remember – what we spend our money on makes a difference.  Shop local, seasonal, sustainable 
and plastic-free where you can 😊  If you are a local business or community group and would like 
to get involved - contact us!
#lessplasticplease #plasticfreeretford #toocoolforplastic #choosetorefuse


